IN THE LAST ISSUE OF THE UNDETECTABLES:

Our heroes met a mysterious young woman, Tennille Roberts. After receiving news of her HIV-positive status and latent superpowers, Tennille was put under a dangerous spell by inflammatory television personality Richard Frost. The Undetectables rescued Tennille and trained her to hone her powers and keep her HIV in check. With their newest addition, our heroes are now ready to face the storm of the century!

MEET THE CAST

**THE GENDER WARRIOR**

Abandoned as a teen by her family in the Dominican Republic once she sprouted wings, Spirit Soriano is a transitioning gender-nonconforming hero with super strength and the determination to change the city... and the world!

**THE HARM REDUCER**

Virgil Lincoln, born in Brownsville, was previously incarcerated. He spent his years in jail meditating and practicing martial arts to hone his power of telekinesis.

**THE RELENTLESS ADVOCATE**

Matriarch of the Undetectables, Joyce Gren is a Founding member of Act Up. As a research scientist from the Bronx, when complications from HIV left her wheelchair-bound, she found other ways to stand up to the powers that be with an array of inventions.

**TENNILLE ROBERTS**

The Undetectables' newest recruit, Tennille's latent psychokinetic abilities have made her a valuable asset to the team.

**THE SUPPRESSOR**

Terrance Powers is the youngest member of the Undetectables. A runaway from the South who found his purpose as an outreach worker, he can unleash a powerful energy but when he is surrounded by his friends.

**RICHARD FROST**

Star anchorman of the Real America, a popular talk show on New York sensationalist TV channel, Faux News.

---

"As conditions worsen we encourage everyone to stay inside."

"We are seeing bouts that can be deadly during prolonged exposure."

"Violence and crime are on the rise. Stores are being looted. People can't find food & medicine..."
This is a thermal map. It shows the heat signatures of the entire city in real time.

As you can see, most of the city is extremely cold, with pockets of heat in the wealthiest parts...

...but the coldest areas are where the indetectables and our HIV-positive allies are located.

There's one spot on the map that is much colder than the rest—by almost 50 degrees. And that's Faux News Studios...

Yeah, so what? This storm hates us?

We can't take on a storm, Joyce!

That's right, hiding in plain sight, disguised as an ordinary television personality spewing his hate and vitriol. He's turning this city into a wasteland of ice. He's the one who hadテンデ/Le under his control!

This maniac must be stopped!

Spirit, I need you in the skies. Keep an eye out for people in distress.

Virgil, you head out and make sure the city's clinics & pharmacies are accessible.

Terrance, we don't want people freezing to death out there. Hit the streets and rally as much support as you can. This city needs us!

Ten, you're with me. I need your help to get me booked on Frost's next Faux News broadcast.

Let's start with the tunnel. A lot of people moved here to protect themselves from the cold.

Yeah, let's do this guys!

Um, Terrance, why am I just learning about this new group of heroes now?

Uh, well... what did he mean by the last person?

Well, Franco and I used to be a thing, but now we've got a job to do!
So Franco, you guys don't have superpowers too, do you? What does it take to be a Prep Hero?

Ha! No, not superpowers, but there are other ways of being a hero.

If I'm already taking Prep could I be a Prep Hero?

Hai! If you're already taking Prep you ARE a Prep Hero!

Your outfit might need an update, but that's just my opinion...

Your outfit might need an update, but that's just my opinion...

We gotta move quickly y'all, we can't stay out in the cold for long!

Hey Te/rance...

I'm not sure if there is enough room at the center for all of these people.

Well come on, y'all are sleeping at my place tonight!!!

Hey Te/rance...

Hey Te/rance...

WooHoo! Yeah!

We go/T a move quickly y'a/l_L, we can't stay out in this cold for long!
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The buildup of snow and ice has seriously damaged a number of the city's buildings, both residential and commercial.

Go! Go! Everybody out of the buildings!

Uh oh, that doesn't sound good...

Oh boy, that was close...

Oh boy, that was close...

Oh boy, that was close...

Hey Te/rance...

My daughter is still up there!

WooHoo! WOOHOO! Alright! Alright!

YEAH! YEAH!

The snow accumulation has left many trapped inside, making access to food, medicine & other necessities nearly impossible.
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OK-k-kay, we go live in five, four, three... Tenille, Tenille! Wake up!

I'm... I'm okay... the undetectables... They're weak...

Yes, sir!

Hey Joyce, we're back! It's a real mess out there!

Oh dear! It's time to return to the real America. Things are really heating up!

Send it in, Mr. Frost. Send it in!

Mr. Frost...

Mr. Frost!

What is it now? We are live!
Holy cow! It worked! Wait, that was it? Amazing! How did you know he would do that? Doc?

It was a gamble, but that’s just how a megalomaniac’s mind works! Now turn on your communicators and get ready! We’re going to be on TV!

Joyce, what would you say to your critics who consider you responsible for the terrible storm we’re going through?

Deceived? How’s that? I would say that they have been deceived.

Yes, I believe you are not as you seem. I thank you should take off your mask and stop lying to your viewers.

You, the people that almost destroyed an entire city park last spring... Against me, a trusted public figure who has only ever told the truth?

No, Dick. Because I... Maybe even someone in this room...

...but somebody does... Hah! Nonsense! You mean me?

Psst... Don’t stop recording.
It froze!

SPLASH! SPLASH!

...ICe?

It worked!

who are you Mr. Frost? Show Yourself!

So...

it looks like I've been exposed. It makes no difference your fight to end the epidemic stops here.

You met my friends, Phear, Denial & Apathia and our savior, Stigma. But you are not ready to face what I have in store for you.

I am animosity...

I am hatred...

I am...

MALICE!!!

Guys, I think we should prepare to leave the studio a bit more abruptly than I expected...

Uh oh, this is not good!

Where are you all going? I'm just getting started!

People have finally seen your true face... it's over, Malice!

Can't say it clearer but can say it...

Hah!

TUNK!

Wooosshh!

Hark!

Tunck!
LOOK OUT! SHARP ICE INCOMING!

I've got your back, Joyce! You guys take care of Malice!

Alright frost, it's time for us to have a serious talk.

HA! You can't hurt me, child! NOTHING is stronger than pure HATRED!

Watch out! It's a MONSTER!

HAHA! Do you think I haven't seen your silly trick before, suppressor?

THUD!!

Cute... I hate hot dogs!

Quick! Gather 'round me!

That's not going to happen today!
He's too quick! I need to slow him down for Terrance...

Terrance, he's all yours!

Hey, Malice, time to warm up!

Maybe I can borrow some power from these jumbo screens.

Surrender Malice! There is no room for your disinformation and prejudice in this world!

Let's show him what happens to hatred and fear when the undetectables are united!

Wooooosh!

Together we are stronger than any form of evil stigma can muster, including you!

Screw月下旬!
Wow... I can’t believe it’s finally over!

We could have never done it without you, Thankle!

Or should I say the ‘Mental Fortifier’?

Wow, the Fortifier! I like the sound of that!

Spring has sprung in the city! Gone are the days of -40° highs, hello flowers!

On behalf of FAUX News we would like to apologize for that earlier incident and announce that Richard Frost is no longer with this network.

Thank you for helping me find the strength to become an undetectable. I can’t wait to show others that they can be heroes too!

Now let’s get back to ending the epidemic. After all, Solo is just around the corner...

In other news, our forecasters predict an early spring, thanks to...
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The Wisdom Spreader will join our friends in their fight against a new, terrible, powerful villain!

An enigmatic hero returns from his dangerous quest—wiser than ever—to join our friends in their fight against a new, terrible, powerful villain!
The power to LIVE UNDETECTABLE is yours

liveundetectable.org